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Strange baryon production in hadronic Z
 
decays is studied using 
million multihadron events collected with the OPAL detector at LEP









are described and the correlations between baryon pairs
from the same event are investigated From these studies it is concluded
that diquark fragmentation models can describe only some of the features of
baryon production Important failures of the models include the descriptions
of the fragmentation function the rates of spin  baryons and the rates
of baryon pair production A study of rapidity correlations of baryon
pairs shows the general features predicted by chain
like models of baryon
iv
production The rapidity correlations can be described with the JETSET
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The Standard Model  has been very successful in describing the
electromagnetic and weak interactions of quarks and leptons which are
thought to be the fundamental fermions spin  particles This single
uni	ed theory describes the electroweak interactions In addition there is
a theory of the strong interactions of quarks and gluons called Quantum
Chromodynamics or QCD 
QCD is very successful at describing high
q

processes such as the
radiation of gluons by quarks At high
q

the QCD coupling constant is
small and perturbative calculations are possible However at low momentum
transfers the coupling constant becomes large and perturbative expansions
in 
S





The quarks themselves are not observable as free particles but are
con	ned in hadronic 	nal states either mesons qq states or baryons qqq









collisions that 	nal state hadrons are seen in relatively narrow jets 
QCD is assumed to be the theory which underlies jet hadronization
The current understanding of jet hadronization does not extend beyond
some very general ideas Some common assumptions are that baryons
and mesons are produced in a similar way and that quantum numbers are
conserved in a chain
like manner For meson production one can imagine that
quark
antiquark pairs are produced from the sea The signi	cant number of




collisions at lower center
of
mass energies was more
dicult to explain To produce a baryon one must make three quarks and
for an antibaryon three antiquarks
Progress was made in understanding baryon production at previous
experiments at PETRA and PEP and at CLEO and ARGUS where
measurements of the cross sections of dierent baryons and mesons and of
correlations between baryon
antibaryon pairs were performed    The




    showed that there is suppression of strange
quark production from the sea However measurements such as the ratio
of 
 
      indicated that there may be extra suppression for strange
quarks within baryons
Despite the progress which has been made there are still many open
questions about jet hadronization
 How do quarks and gluons transform themselves into observable
hadrons 

 How are baryons formed 
 What determines their !avor and spin 
 How are quantum numbers such as baryon number strangeness etc
conserved 
 How are the quantum numbers of the original qq pair expressed in the
properties of jets and 	nal state hadrons 





 one can try to answer
some of these questions in more detail By measuring the cross sections of
many strange baryons of dierent spin isospin and strangeness one can
provide experimental input to model builders
Chain
like models of baryon production predict that baryon
antibaryon
pairs will be strongly correlated in rapidity

 If quantum numbers such as
baryon number and strangeness are conserved locally one would expect to
see that baryon
antibaryon pairs are also strongly correlated in rapidity
In addition to short
range correlations within a jet long
range
correlations are expected if high momentum baryons contain the primary
quarks of the Z
 
decay or are decay daughters of particles which contained
the primary quarks If this assumption is correct then baryons will present
an interesting way to investigate not only the process of jet hadronization
but can also act as probes of the primary quarks themselves
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In the following chapter a general overview of the Standard Model
is presented followed by a summary of what is currently known about
jet hadronization In the third chapter the experimental apparatus is
described The measurements themselves are presented in the following
chapters inclusive strange baryon production in chapter four correlations
between baryon
antibaryon pairs in chapter 	ve and 	nally in chapter six
a measurement of the forward
backward asymmetry of 
The measurements are based on experimental data collected from  
to  with the OPAL experiment at LEP The measurements of inclusive
strange baryon production and correlations of strange baryon pairs have
been the subject of two recent OPAL papers   which were based on
the   and  data samples There has also been a publication from
the DELPHI Collaboration on inclusive strange particle production  This
thesis includes the analysis of the  OPAL data to improve and expand
upon the results of the published OPAL papers

Chapter 
The Standard Model and
Models of Hadronization
 The Standard Model
The fundamental fermions spin  particles are thought to be quarks and
leptons Quarks are organized into weak


















type quarks have a charge of "


 and the down



























The right handed components are organized into singlets except for the

R
 which do not exist in the Standard Model All have been directly observed
except for the top quark and the tau neutrino The top quark has been the
subject of intensive searches at colliders in recent years The most recently

published lower limit on the top mass from the CDF collaboration is at
present  GeV assuming that only standard decays are allowed  
In total there are three known families of fermions the main dierence
being that each sucessive family has a higher mass Although only three
families have been observed so far the existence of still heavier familes is
not ruled out by the Standard Model The combined measurements of the








        gives the best limit on the number of light generations 
In addition to the fermions there are several types of bosons integer
spin particles which mediate interactions in the Standard Model The









 were 	rst observed
at CERN in   The fermions couple to the dierent bosons with a
strength dependant on the coupling constant which in general depends on the
momentum transfer between the fermions q

 In this way the fermions can
interact with one another through the gauge bosons The Standard Model
allows several dierent types of interactions All charged particles couple to





and can undergo weak interactions The Standard Model
combines the electromagnetic and weak interactions in a single Lagrangian
giving the electroweak interactions a uni	ed structure
Since explicit mass terms in the Lagrangian of the Standard Model would
not be locally gauge invariant it is necessary to introduce fermion masses via

a method called spontaneous symmetry breaking In the minimal Standard
Model this can be achieved by the introduction of a doublet of Higgs bosons
one of which has a non
zero vacuum expectation value and can couple to the
fermions with a strength proportional to the fermion mass The Higgs boson
has not been discovered yet A mass limit of m
H

 GeV  at the 
con	dence level has been obtained at LEP for the Standard Model Higgs
boson
The quarks and gluons are the only particles which have been found to
be aected by the strong force of QCD The quarks carry a quantum number
called color red green or blue so that each quark is in a color triplet state
The strong force is mediated by gauge bosons called gluons The gluons
also carry the color quantum number each gluon having one color and one
anti
color There are eight gluons in all corresponding to the eight possible
generators of SU Evidence for the existence of the gluon was 	rst seen in
 at PETRA 
Although there is convincing experimental evidence for the existence of
quarks and gluons all free particles which are observed in nature have been
color singlets In other words the quarks seem to be con	ned in hadrons
and can not themselves exist as free states This con	nement is thought
to be a consequence of the q

dependence of the QCD coupling constant
Experimentally 
S
has been found to decrease with q

 The running of the
coupling constant means that as quarks are pulled away from each other to
large distances or equivalently low q

 they interact more strongly in a
similar way that a spring will exert more force as it is stretched For this

reason quarks will couple strongly to one another and will always be bound
in colorless states Since there are three colors the two simplest colorless






colliders like LEP circulating beams of electrons and positrons
are made to collide to form Z
 
bosons This is an entirely electroweak process
The Z
 













or qq Almost   of Z
 
decays are into the qq 	nal state  The transition
of the quarks into hadronic 	nal states is not understood and is the subject
of this thesis A graphical representation of the process Z
 
  q#q and the
subsequent fragmentation into observable hadrons is shown in 	gure 
 Baryons and the Quark Model
The SU color symmetry of QCD was suggested by observed regularities
in the baryon spectrum in the  s The baryons were organized into
multiplets of the same spin and parity as shown in 	gures  and 
It was noticed that the members of the same isospin multiplets had very
similar masses For example the 
 
has a mass of  MeV 
 
a mass of
 MeV and 

a mass of  MeV  which are all within a range
of  MeV Baryons with the same strangeness but dierent isospin were
observed to have similar masses With each increment in strangeness the
masses of the baryons increased by roughly   MeV Although the reason
behind this approximate symmetry was not known at the time it was on

Figure  A diagram showing the various stages of jet fragmentation and
hadronization First is the perturbative region in which QCD calculations
are possible Then follows the stage at which quarks are con	ned in the
observable 	nal state hadrons which are 	nally observed in jets

this basis that the 
 
baryon was predicted  and later discovered 
The hypothesis that the underlying symmetry was due to the quark
content of the baryons was 	rst made in  by Gell
Mann  and
Zweig  The observed regularities in the baryon spectrum can be
accounted for by proposing that each baryon is made up of three quarks
Quarks being fermions must obey the Pauli exclusion principle which states
that no two fermions may occupy the same quantum state The existence of







this principle if there were not an internal degree of freedom since all three
quarks would have their spins aligned and have the same !avor Therefore
it is necessary that each quark has a quantum number called color and that
there be at least three dierent colors















is found be be
equal to approximately  for center
of
mass energies above   GeV  
This is the predicted value to lowest order if the quarks are primary particles














  is the number of colors
 Models of Jet Hadronization




















































































assignments are also given

to use models of hadronization There are many Monte Carlo models in
existence which try to describe the fragmentation of quarks and gluons




processes involving quarks and gluons In general two methods
are used parton shower calculations and matrix element calculations The
parton shower approach is based on a leading logarithmic approximation of
QCD The evolution of a time
like parton shower from an initial virtual qq
pair is governed by the various branching ratios q   qg g   gg and g   qq
For each process the probability that the quark or gluon branches is given by








 and of the
energy sharing between the two daughters The daughters may then branch
themselves and so on until a limit Q

 
usually about  GeV is reached and
the process is concluded  The matrix element approach is dierent in
that it uses exact matrix elements calculated from QCD but only to a 	nite





Below momentum transfers of a few GeV the coupling constant 
S
increases to the point where perturbative calculations are not possible
It is for this reason that the process of the con	nement of quarks into
hadrons has not been described yet by a QCD
based theory The
common approach is to build a model of the subsequent fragmentation
of the partons into observable 	nal state hadrons There are three main
types of models string fragmentation models as used in JETSET 
cluster fragmentation models as used in HERWIG  and independent

fragmentation models  The 	rst two types of models are brie!y described
below
  String Fragmentation Models
String models of hadronization are based on a picture of how quark
antiquark
pairs evolve in time  Since gluons have a color quantum number they
can couple to one another via the triple
gluon vertex The gluons which
couple to the initial quark
antiquark pair will themselves interact to form a
narrow color !ux tube between the quark and antiquark with transverse
dimensions on the order of  fm the size of a typical hadron The starting
assumption of such models is that the color !ux tube or string will
increase in potential energy linearly as it grows in length When the energy
of the string becomes suciently large the string can fragment by the
production of a qq pair from the sea This process can continue so long
as the invariant mass of the string is large enough to produce new qq pairs
If a hard gluon is radiated in the 	nal state the picture is somewhat
dierent The string stretched between the quark and antiquark is also
connected to the gluon which forms a kink in the string One prediction of
this model is a higher particle multiplicity in the regions between quark and
gluon jets which was 	rst observed by the JADE collaboration in  
Mesons are formed by grouping qq pairs In JETSET the spin and
strangeness of the mesons are chosen according to adjustable probabilities
since the string model does not predict what these quantum numbers should

be The production of heavy !avors from the sea is greatly suppressed in
JETSET 
To produce baryons a somewhat more complicated model is necessary
The diquark model as implemented in the JETSET Monte Carlo is one
approach in which a string can break by the creation of a pair of diquarks in
an antitriplet color state The diquark is then combined with a quark to form
a baryon Parameters in the model set the probability for the strangeness
and spin of diquarks
The popcorn mechanism  is a modi	cation of the diquark model
in which a meson is inserted in the chain between each baryon
antibaryon
pair The relative probability for the dierent types of chain is controlled by
adjusting a single parameter within JETSET The production of baryons
using the popcorn chain results in weaker correlations in rapidity space
between baryon
antibaryon pairs because they are farther apart in the chain
A diagram of baryon production in the diquark model is shown in 	gure 
The UCLA Monte Carlo  is based on JETSET and tries to reduce
the number of parameters by proposing a single function which governs the
relative production of the dierent hadrons In this model an average of 
popcorn mesons are inserted in the chain between each baryon
antibaryon
pair resulting in even weaker rapidity correlations than in JETSET which
















































































Figure  Schematic diagrams which show the chain
like production of
baryon pairs On the right is a baryon
antibaryon chain while on the left is
an example of the popcorn mechanism in which a meson is inserted in the
chain between the baryon
antibaryon pair

   Cluster Fragmentation Models
Cluster fragmentation models  such as employed in the HERWIG Monte
Carlo  take a dierent approach to con	nement In these models quark

antiquark pairs undergo pre
con	nement in colorless clusters Each cluster
then decays isotropically into a two hadron 	nal state either a meson

antimeson pair or a baryon
antibaryon pair
The only parameters in HERWIG to which baryon production is sensitive
are the maximum cluster mass CLMAX and CLPOW For version  of
HERWIG these parameters were tuned so that the  rate agreed with the
published rate from OPAL Since the mass of clusters is low the baryon





The OPAL Detector at LEP
 LEP
The LEP accelerator   is situated at CERN the European Laboratory for
Particle Physics in Geneva It has a circumference of  km and is designed
to accelerate electron and positron beams to energies of up to    GeV At the
end of  the four LEP experiments ALEPH DELPHI L and OPAL
had each recorded more than one million hadronic Z
 
decays
The 	rst events were recorded at the LEP experiments in the summer of
 Since then time LEP has been accumulating data at center
of
mass
energies near the Z
 
mass The introduction of superconducting RF cavities
during  and  should allow an increase in the center
of
mass energy





The LEP accelerator utilizes previously existing CERN accelerators for
the injection chain  Initially electrons are produced with a low
intensity
electron gun Positrons are produced using a    MeV LINAC which

collides electrons with a 	xed tungsten target Both beams are then fed
into a    MeV LINAC and subsequently into the    MeV EPA Electron

Positron Accumulator Ring Once a sucient number of particles have been
accumulated bunches of electrons and positrons are injected into the CERN
Proton Synchrotron PS in opposite directions In the PS the bunches are
accelerated to  GeV before they are in turn injected into the Super Proton
Synchrotron SPS In the SPS the bunches are accelerated to energies of
  GeV and 	nally delivered to LEP This injection system typically provides
 mA of current in both beams
The LEP ring itself has the shape of a rounded octagon consisting of
eight straight and eight curved sections The eight experimental halls four
of which hold the large LEP experiments are located in the centers of the
straight sections
 The OPAL Detector
The OPAL detector  is pictured in 	gures  and  OPAL was designed
to be able to reconstruct charged tracks and measure electromagnetic and
hadronic energy and muons over almost the entire  solid angle
The detector is composed of many sub
systems including a central
tracking system contained inside a solenoid which provides a uniform
magnetic 	eld of   T a time
of
!ight system a lead glass electromagnetic
calorimeter a hadron calorimeter a muon tracking system and a forward






















Figure  The OPAL detector as seen in the plane perpendicular to the




































Figure  The OPAL detector as seen in the plane of the beam The various
subdetectors are labelled according to their two
letter codes

central tracking chambers of the OPAL detector
The coordinate system used in OPAL is the one in which the x axis points
towards the center of the LEP ring which is tilted at an angle of  mrad
with respect to the horizontal plane the y axis points approximately
upwards and the z axis points in the direction of the electron beam and the
magnetic 	eld produced by the solenoid Frequently quantities are expressed
in terms of the cylindrical coordinates r the radial distance from the center
of the detector  the azimuthal angle in the x
y plane as measured from
the x axis and  the polar angle with respect to the z axis
  The Central Detector
The central tracking system is made up of four components a silicon micro

vertex detector SI installed in  a central vertex chamber CV a jet
chamber CJ and z
chambers CZ The central detector is operated in a
  T magnetic 	eld produced by a solenoid CV CJ and CZ are contained
in a pressure vessel under a total gas pressure of  bar The gas used in
the central detector is a mixture of argon  methane  and
isobutane  
The innermost element of the central detector is the silicon micro
vertex
detector SI SI is used mainly for the reconstruction of secondary vertices
for example from  or b decays Single
sided silicon microstrip detectors are
arranged in two barrels at radii of   and  cm the inner barrel having 
ladders and the outer barrel having  A ladder consists of three detectors

and is  cm long The resolution of impact parameters of tracks with hits
in SI has been measured to be 
d

 m at  GeV 
The vertex chamber CV is a one meter long cylindrical drift chamber
CV is divided into  sectors and two layers the 	rst layer containing axial
wires strung parallel to the beam radially from   to  cm with a spacing
of  mm and the outer layer containing stereo wires inclined at an angle of


relative to the beam from a radius of  cm to  cm with a spacing of
 mm The vertex chamber allows the reconstruction of secondary vertices




The central jet chamber CJ is the main component of the central
tracking system used in this analysis It is a large drift chamber  meters long
and is used in conjunction with the vertex chamber and the outer z
chambers
to measure the curvature position and energy loss of charged particle tracks
CJ is divided into  sectors each sector containing  sense wires spaced
every centimeter from a radial distance of  cm to  cm














 where the 	rst term is for multiple
scattering in the gas and in the beam pipe and the second momentum
dependent term has been determined from an analysis of muon pairs 
The tracking eciency for single track within a jet was found to be 
for tracks with p
t
    MeV and j cos j      Particle identi	cation
in the central detector is obtained from the measurement of the energy loss
of charged particles in the gas The details of the particle identi	cation will

be discussed in Chapter 
The outermost segment of the central detector is formed by the z

chambers CZ which measure the z position of central detector tracks The
z
chambers are composed of  cylindrical drift chambers  m long   cm
wide and  mm thick covering the range of polar angles j cos j    
There is a plane of anode wires strung in the  direction and with a spacing
of  mm every   cm The wires are staggered by   m to resolve left

right ambiguities The z
chambers have a measured spatial resolution of
   m with an eciency of  for tracks with a transverse momentum
relative to the beam greater than  GeV 
   The Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter is a lead glass calorimeter which consists
of three overlapping sections The barrel EB consists of   lead glass
blocks placed between the magnetic coil and the return yoke of the magnet
at a radius of  m out to a j cos j   The blocks are angled so that
they point roughly in the direction of the interaction region Each block
subtends an angle of approximately   mrad by   mrad The two endcaps
EE consist of  blocks placed parallel to the beam direction and extend
the angular coverage through the range     j cos j    





Since there are about two radiation lengths of material in front of the
calorimeter electromagnetic showers often begin to develop before they reach

the calorimeter To improve the energy and position resolution  a presampler
was installed in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter With the material
in front the energy resolution of  GeV electrons was measured to be 
in the barrel region
  The TimeofFlight System
The time
of
!ight system TOF sits in front of the barrel electromagnetic
calorimeter The TOF system consists of   scintillation counters arranged
in the barrel region out to a j cos j     at a radius of  m
By measuring the time of !ight of particles from the interaction region
particle identi	cation at low momentum can be achieved The signals from
the TOF system are also used to reject cosmic ray events
  The Hadron Calorimeter
The function of the hadron calorimeter is to measure the energy of hadrons
which are not absorbed in the electromagnetic calorimeter and to assist in
the measurement of muons It is composed of three parts the barrel HB
the endcaps HE and the pole
tip calorimeter HP
The barrel HB is composed of the return yoke of the OPAL magnet with
nine layers of limited streamer tubes The return yoke is divided into eight
layers alternating with the active detector regions In the barrel HB extends
from a radius of  m to  m Signals are read out on either end of the
chambers On the outer side are large pads   cm 	   cm which are

read out as analog pulses and on the inner side are long  mm wide cathode
strips which run the length of the chambers The strips are spaced every
  mm Layers of pads are grouped together to form towers providing an
estimate of the energy of hadronic showers The strip hits can be used in the
identi	cation of muon tracks or the measurement of hadronic showers In a
typical multihadron event there are on average  strip hits and  GeV of
energy measured by the towers
The energy resolution is limited mainly by the material in front of the
calorimeter and the sampling frequency The intrinsic energy resolution was





The endcap calorimeter HE has a similar con	guration with only 
layers and shares data acquisition high voltage supplies and gas supplies
with the barrel The endcaps have inner radii of  m and outer radii of
  m and are divided into four quadrants
The pole
tip calorimeter HP is composed of ten layers of multiwire
chambers operated in a high gain mode alternating with iron slabs HP
covers the far forward region in the polar angle     j cos j    
  Other Subdetectors
The muon tracking chambers are the outermost subdetector of the OPAL
experiment The barrel MB consists of drift chambers which cover the
range in the polar angle j cos j     The endcap ME extends the
coverage down to j cos j     The hadron calorimeter strips can be used

in conjunction with the muon chambers to provide measurements of muon
tracks
The measurement of the luminosity is performed by the forward
detector The luminosity is measured by the detection of low angle Bhabha
scattering events a process which is insensitive to the presence of the Z
 
resonance The forward detector consists of several components including a
calorimeter proportional tube chambers drift chambers the 	ne luminosity
monitor the gamma catcher and far forward monitor counters The
luminosity measurement is performed with the calorimeter and tube chamber
information 
 Triggering and Data Acquisition
The trigger has to make a fast decision about whether to accept or reject an




processes such that the rate of events
which are actually read out is low enough for the data acquisition systems
and electronics to handle The LEP beam crossing interval was  s after
eight on eight bunch running was introduced in  This represented a
factor of two decrease in the interval from previous years
To meet this new requirement a two stage triggering system was
implemented  see 	gure  A hardware pretrigger makes a decision
based on certain criteria whether an event is good This pretrigger reduces
the  kHz bunch crossing frequency down to a 
 kHz rate of accepted
pretriggers Still this rate is too high so a second level trigger which was the

original OPAL hardware trigger makes further cuts reducing the accepted
event rate to a few events per second Typical event rates in  were on
the order of 
 Hz with dead times of less than  s for each subdetector
the hadron calorimeter strips having the smallest dead time of only   ns
The original trigger system of OPAL which was the main 	rst level trigger
during the   and  runs makes use of the hardware triggers of several
subdetectors The system is highly redundant and has nearly    eciency
for accepting most types of events seen in the detector
The various subdetectors have hardware triggers which are then combined
by the central trigger VME electronics The track trigger is provided by the
axial wires of the vertex chamber and central detector If there are tracks
originating from the interaction region they will have hits at a constant
value of  The total energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter is also used
as a trigger Using analog signals the sums of the energy in the barrel and
two endcaps are sent as a trigger if certain energy thresholds are met Other
triggers originate from the time
of
!ight scintillators the hadron calorimeter
muon chambers and the forward detector calorimeter
All of these various triggers are fed to the central trigger logic
which combines them all into a single trigger decision Information from
subdetectors which provide trigger information in  and  TT TOF EB
EE HB HE MB and ME is combined and analysed If one 
 bin is
above a certain threshold or patterns are seen in the bins back
to
back



















Wait for beam crossing
Subdetector
Figure  An overview of the  triggering setup in OPAL

This trigger performed well during the   and  runs and continued
to do so subsequently The trigger eciency for most types of events was
almost    within the trigger acceptances For example within the region








was measured to be        For multihadrons the eciency was
measured to be   
At the beginning of the  run the pretrigger began operation After
each beam crossing the pretriggers from the various subdetectors CV CJ
TB EB EE ME and FD are fed into the central pretrigger logic There
is a gate of  s in which pretrigger signals are accepted A pretrigger
decision is then made based on the  information of the various subdetector
pretriggers This decision takes approximately    ns The pretrigger will
reset the detector after  s if the decision is negative well before the next
beam crossing  If the decision is positive the event is saved for a trigger
decision
The data acquisition system of the OPAL experiment is a VME

based system  This system controls the data acquisition performs
monitoring of the subdetectors reconstructs events and calibrates the
various subdetectors At the lowest level each subdetector has its own data
acquisition system which can run independently of the central DAQ If the
trigger decision is positive the VME trigger crate signals the subdetectors
that the event will be read out by the event builder a dedicated VME
crate which merges all of the separate subdetector output into a complete
event These events are then sent to the 	lter after which they can be fully
 
reconstructed
The event 	lter in OPAL acts as a secondary software trigger  The
	lter serves several purposes Not only does it reject backgrounds which
are accepted by the hardware trigger cosmic rays beam gas interactions
etc but it also makes a preliminary classi	cation of the events according
to dierent types multihadrons lepton pairs luminosity events etc and
performs some basic on
line monitoring of the data The event 	lter further
reduces the rate of accepted events by about    The 	lter is also
capable of holding up to  hours of data at current rates in a buer
which allows the subsequent processing of the data to be run independently
from the data acquisition 
 Event Reconstruction and Detector
Simulation
Event reconstruction is the process of converting raw detector data into
physical quantities such as momentum and energies The OPAL experiment
has a system in which the data are available for monitoring and analysis very
soon after the data is taken allowing the operators to identify and diagnose
problems quickly and eciently 
The initial reconstruction takes place on a network of computer
workstations at the experimental site Since the 	lter can buer up to 
hours of data the reconstruction of events can take place at its own pace and
can have access to the database of calibration information provided by the

DAQ systems Events are reconstructed using the ROPE suite of programs
named for the Reconstruction of OPAL Events
Monte Carlo simulations of OPAL data are made using the GOPAL
program  a set of routines adapting the CERN detector simulation
program GEANT   for use in OPAL This program simulates the passage
of charged and neutral particles through the active and passive materials of
the detector and stores hits for the active areas The program can also be
used in conjunction with ROPE to produce event records in standard OPAL
format
 The Multihadron Event Sample
Multihadronic events are selected according to the criteria detailed in 
Events are required to have more than  good tracks and  good
electromagnetic clusters where a good track is de	ned as having
 more than   central detector hits
 the radius of the 	rst hit less than   cm from the event vertex
 the impact parameter of the tracks with the event vertex in the plane
perpendicular to the beam less than  cm and in the plane parallel to
the beam less than   cm
 the transverse momentum with respect to the beam axis more than
  MeV

 j cos j    
 and the 

of the 	ts to the track hits less than 


























is the energy of electromagnetic calorimeter clusters before any
corrections are applied for the material in front of the calorimeter and before
any presampler corrections The clusters must have more than   blocks
in the barrel endcap and more than    MeV    MeV in raw energy
The eciency of the selection has been estimated to be  with







the above criteria a total of  multihadron events from the   data
sample   from  and  from  were selected for a total







Strange baryons can be reconstructed by their decays into charged
particles in the central tracking chamber Geometric signatures and
particle identi	cation using dEdx measurements are combined to reduce
backgrounds and optimize signals
The  decays primarily into p
 
see table  with a distinctive
geometric signature Since the  has a decay length of  cm  candidates


























Table  Decay modes and lifetimes of the strange octet baryons spin 
 and 
 
 and several decuplet spin  strange baryons

can be selected by identi	ying secondary verticies of oppositely charged
tracks well displaced from the primary event vertex An example of such
a decay is shown in 	gure 
Apart from general requirements that there be a well de	ned intersection
of the two tracks there are also several kinematic variables which can be used
to reduce backgrounds Most of the charged tracks in a typical multihadron
event come from the event vertex Therefore one can reduce backgrounds
considerably by requiring that the radial position of the track intersection be
large and that the impact parameters of the tracks with respect to the event
vertex also be large
Apart from using geometric signatures particle identi	cation with the
dEdx measurement also can be used to reduce backgrounds A plot of the
energy loss due to ionization of the jet chamber gas is shown in 	gure  The
energy loss in the central detector gas is a function of only the relativistic
velocity 	  pm and the properties of the gas and is described by the
Bethe
Bloch formula There is excellent separation of charged pions protons
electrons and kaons over a large momentum range
The maximum number of hits used in the calculation of the energy loss
is  for which the dEdx resolution was measured to be  for pions in
multihadronic events  The resolution decreases if fewer hits are used in
the calculation of the energy loss A larger number of required hits reduces
the eciency whereas a lower number degrades the separation of the dierent















Figure  A three jet event with a reconstructed  in the lower left jet and
a 
 






is evident from the kink in
one tracks of the third jet nicely compensating the strangeness of the two
baryons

hits are unusable for the dEdx calculation because tracks overlap or are
close to chamber boundaries  As can be seen in 	gure  even with a
requirement that there be at least   dEdx hits there is good separation up
to  of the pion proton and kaon bands over large momentum ranges In
the cross
over region between    MeV and  GeV identi	cation becomes
dicult because of the small separation of the bands For the purposes of
this analysis the dEdx measurement is considered reliable only if more than
  hits were used in the calculation
For the dEdx measurement cuts are often made not only on the value
of the ionization energy loss but also on the dEdx weight which is the
probability for the particle to be of the identi	ed type based on a Gaussian
distribution around the expected mean energy loss for that type of particle
Certain quality cuts are also made on the charged tracks themselves to
insure that the momentum resolution is good and that low energy tracks
and tracks originating from hadronic interactions with the material or the
detector are rejected In the analysis charged tracks are considered only if
they satisfy the following criteria
 There are more than   wire hits in the central jet chamber CJ
 The 	rst reconstructed hit on the track has a radius of less than   cm
 More than half of the geometrically possible hits in CJ are found
 The transverse momentum of the track with respect to the beam axis
p
t
 is greater than    MeV

Figure  The energy loss of charged particles in the gas of the central





 The polar angle of the track satis	es j cos j    
 The impact parameter in r
 of the track with the event vertex jd
 
j
is less than    cm

 The absolute value of the z coordinate of the point of closest approach
of the track with respect to the event vertex jz
 
j is less than    cm
After these cuts there are typically more than   good charged tracks
in a multihadronic Z
 
decay event With a cut on the thrust axis of
j cos 
thrust
j     insuring that the event is well
contained inside the detector
volume we observe between 
 good tracks per event although some of
these come from interactions or are badly measured low energy tracks The
average charged track multiplicity in OPAL corrected for acceptance and
backgrounds is        tracks per multihadron event 
   Production
 baryons can be identi	ed by their decays into p
 
 The selection has been
optimized for a large acceptance over the whole momentum range since the
reconstructed  baryons are used to search for the other baryon species
For other studies in which it might be necessary to optimize the signal to
background for good mass resolution or for certain momentum regions the
selection criteria would be dierent
 
The OPAL track parameter d

















 is the center of curvature and q
g
is the geometric charge The
geometric charge is 	




























Figure  Geometric variables which are used in the cuts
All combinations of oppositely charged tracks are considered The higher
momentum track is assigned to be the proton The following geometric cuts
on the combination are then made see 	gure 
 The impact parameter of the proton track with the event vertex jd
 
j
must be greater than   mm For the pion track jd
 
j must be greater
than  mm
 The two tracks are required to have at least one intersection in the
r
 plane on the same side of the interaction point as the combined
 
momentum vector If there are two intersections the closer to the
primary event vertex is chosen unless a the 	rst reconstructed hits
on the two tracks are after the closer intersection or b one track has
its 	rst hit after the farther intersection and the other track has its
	rst hit before and the angle & between the reconstructed momentum
vector and the vector which points from the event vertex to the assumed
decay point is smaller for the farther intersection
 If there are hits more than  cm upstream from the intersection on
both tracks the combination is rejected
 The decay length which is the radial distance of the assumed decay
point is required to be between  cm and   cm




 The angle 

between the proton direction in the  rest frame and the
 direction must satisfy j cos 

j    
 If the decay radius is less than  cm the points of closest approach of














 must be greater than   
 The polar angle of the reconstructed  momentum vector must satisfy
j cos j    

Some distributions of the cut variables used above for selecting  candidates
are shown in 	gure  compared with the corresponding distributions for
the Monte Carlo with full detector simulation The agreement is generally
good although there are some small disagreements such as in the decay
radius due to the fact that the  fragmentation function is too hard in the




If there are  or more z
chamber hits on both tracks or the radius of
the assumed decay point is greater than   cm the tracks are re
	tted in
 such that they are constrained to the assumed  decay point instead of
the event vertex The z position of the  decay point is taken to be the
average z position of the two tracks As can be seen in 	gure  before
the re
	t charged tracks are constrained to the event vertex This will cause
an error in the measurement of the direction of the z component of the
momentum if the tracks actually originate from a secondary vertex some
distance away from the primary event vertex For high momentum s for
which the mass resolution depends mainly on the accurate reconstruction of
the opening angle and which generally decay farther away from the event
vertex the improvement is considerable
Other cuts are made to reduce backgrounds from photon conversions and
random combinations which fake a V
 
signature If the invariant mass of the
track combination assuming the tracks are electrons is less than   MeV the
combination is rejected as a probable photon conversion Photon conversions
make up a few percent of the original background With this cut and the

Figure  Distributions for various cut variables for s in the data
points and Monte Carlo histogram The areas under all of the curves








Figure  Result of re
	tting the tracks in z to the assumed  decay point
Before the re
	t left the tracks are constrained to the event vertex After
un
constraining the tracks and re
constraining them to the assumed  decay
point right the momentum resolution in z is greatly improved





between the proton direction in the  rest frame and the 
direction must satisfy j cos 

j     Background combinations will have
their decay angle in the extreme forward or backward direction
One major source of background is pions which fake protons in the V
 







 One can reduce this background
by cutting on the dEdx of the proton candidate thus eliminating proton
candidates which are actually pions Only relatively loose cuts on the dEdx
are made since the idea is to reduce backgrounds as opposed to positively
identifying the proton and 
 
 which would lead to a large loss in eciency
and possible systematic eects Since the curves for the energy loss of
dierent types of particles cross one another see 	gure  momentum
dependent cuts are used If more than   dEdx hits are found for either
track the tracks are required to pass the following momentum dependent
cuts on the energy loss and the dEdx weight
 For the proton track
 If the momentum is less than  GeV the dEdx must be greater
than  keVcm and the proton weight must be greater than  
 If the momentum is greater than  GeV and less than  GeV the
dEdx must be less than  keVcm In this region the proton
energy loss is about   keVcm

 If the momentum is greater than   GeV the proton weight must
either be greater than the kaon weight or  whichever is less
 For the pion track the pion weight must be greater than  
With these cuts a narrow almost Gaussian peak is found in the p
 
invariant mass distribution shown in 	gures  and  The dominant







decays and random combinations which
fake V
 
decays see 	gure 
The resolution of the signal depends strongly on the number of tracks with
z
chamber hits As can be seen in 	gure  the resolution is degraded for
combinations without z
chamber hits or cases in which the  passed outside
the acceptance of the z
chambers In order to have a large acceptance all
possible combinations are used in this analysis since reliable signals can be
seen with each
The  signal has long non
Gaussian tails which are dicult to 	t
Therefore in order to have a consistent way of estimating the background
the method chosen to estimate the backgrounds in the present analysis is to
utilize the information in the side
bands The level of the background in mass
intervals well outside the  signal region should bear a direct relationship to
the background under the signal itself if the regions are suitably chosen on
either side of the signal
Since the mass resolution degrades as momentum increases by using a
momentum dependent de	nition of the signal region we can be sure of a large
acceptance The signal region is taken to be   MeV about the  mass of





Figure  Invariant mass p
 








all other sources shown

Figure  The mass resolution in the data closed circles and Monte Carlo
open circles for 	ve dierent event topologies CZ both tracks have z

chamber hits CZ just the  has z
chamber hits pCZ just the proton
has z
chamber hits  CZ neither track has z
chamber hits and EP both
tracks pass have j cos j     In every case the resolution is about   MeV
worse in the data than in the Monte Carlo
 
 MeV for x
p
    and  MeV for x
p








bands chosen are the mass intervals
from   
  MeV and  
  MeV for all momentum intervals see
	gures  
 As can be seen in 	gure  the background under the 
signal is not !at Therefore the sideband subtraction method will lead to an
underestimate of the background in the signal region From detailed Monte
Carlo studies it was found that the sideband subtraction method consistently
underestimated the background in the signal region by    independent
of momentum cos  and the number of z
chamber hits associated with the
tracks Conservatively a   systematic error is assigned to this correction
Using the sideband subtraction method we 	nd     signal events
above a background of   for all accepted combinations and  
signal events above a background of  in the case in which both tracks
have at least four associated z
chamber hits
The detector stability over the three years of data taking was also
investigated In 	gure  is plotted the number of  reconstructed
per hadronic event as a function of the OPAL running period The average
number reconstructed per event was            for all years which
agrees quite closely with averages of
            for  
            for  and
            for 









Figure  Invariant mass p
 
for high momentum
where the errors are statistical only
Signals can be found over a large range of momentum The signal for
dierent momentum bins for all combinations irrespective of the number of
z
chamber hits are shown in 	gures   to  Clear signals are seen up
to a scaled momentum of x
p
    which corresponds to an energy of about
 GeV
The eciency is determined from a sample of JETSET Monte Carlo

Figure  Number of  background subtracted reconstructed per
hadronic event as a function of the OPAL running period

events with full detector simulation which contain   at the
generator level After the full detector simulation of these events however
the are several systematic dierences between the Monte Carlo and the data
which aect the calculation of the eciency
As shown in 	gure  the mass resolution is wider in the data than
in the Monte Carlo by about   MeV independent of momentum and the
number of tracks with  or more z
chamber hits The number of s lost
in the tails has been studied with Monte Carlo and has been shown to be
proportional to the resolution and is independent of other factors For every
 MeV degradation in the mass resolution an additional  of the signal is
lost in the tails A 	fty percent systematic error is assigned to this correction
which results in a  systematic error when one calculates the overall 
multiplicity
The z
chamber matching eciency is also 
 lower in the data than
in the Monte Carlo see 	gure  independent of cos  but strongly
dependent on the transverse momentum of the track at low momentum
This eect increases the disagreement of the mass resolution so that the
eciency for reconstructing a  is reduced by an average additional factor
of       relative to the Monte Carlo A conservative systematic error
has been assigned to this correction which results in a systematic error of
 in the multiplicity
The overall systematic error due to the resolution is therefore  when
all tracks are used to determine the multiplicity and  if only those tracks

Figure  z
chamber eciency as a function of p
t
and the cos  of the
track
with more than  z
chamber hits are used For the calculations of the signal as
a function of x
p
 the corrections for z
chamber matching eciency dierences
are carried out for each momentum bin separately since the eciency is
strongly dependent on momentum at low p
t
see in 	gure 





is shown in 	gure  by the solid points At low momentum the
eciency is reduced by the tracking eciency while at high momentum the
eciency drops o because a larger fraction of s decay outside the central
detector volume The eciency rises quickly from zero to a maximum of a
little over  at x
p
     and then slowly drops to about   for very
high momentum x
p
    for all combinations irrespective of the number of
z
chamber hits If the two tracks are required to have  or more z
chamber
hits the eciency is about a factor of   lower as shown by the open points
in 	gure  although this depends strongly on momentum at very low

Figure  The 	nal corrected  eciency for the decay    p
 
as a
function of the scaled momentum x
p
 when no requirement is made on the
number of z
chamber hits solid points and when both tracks are required to
have at least  z
chamber hits open points The errors shown include the







chamber eciency drops o steeply The factor of
  arises because the maximum of the z
chamber matching eciency is 
for a single track in the data and also from the fact that more  signal events
are found in the endcap region in the Monte Carlo than in the data
A summary of the systematic errors is listed in table  The overall
systematic error for the  multiplicity is  when both tracks are required
to have more than four z
chamber hits and  overall
 all  CZ 
 
Signal Events    
Background Events    
Stat Error     
Total Syst Error    
Background Syst    
Cut Simulation      
Mass Resolution    
Monte Carlo Extrapolation     
Monte Carlo Statistical     
Table  Errors in the measurements of the octet baryon multiplicities
Both the statistical errors and the various contributions to the systematic
errors are given
For the subsequent baryon searches a p
 
combination is accepted as a
 if the reconstructed mass diers from the  mass of  MeV from
the Particle Data Group  by less than   MeV if x
E








baryons can be identi	ed by their decays into 
 
 A third negatively
charged track assumed to be a 
 
 is combined with the reconstructed s
The following criteria must hold
 The jd
 
j of the additional pion track must be greater than   m
 If there are more than   dEdx hits for the additional pion track the
combination is rejected if the pion weight is less than  and either
the electron or proton weight is greater than 
 An intersection in r
 between the additional track and the  must be
found on the same side of the event vertex and within a radial range
of 
  cm
 The angle & for the 
 













 The additional track is constrained in  to come from the assumed 
 
decay point This improves the mass resolution by about   MeV
Figure  shows the 
 
signal is observed in the 
 
mass spectrum
found with these cuts The background is determined from the wrong charge
combination 

 Since no 

 exists there should be no peak in the


mass spectrum Outside of the signal region this spectrum models
the background very well as can be seen in 	gure  This method of
 















estimating the background has been checked with the Monte Carlo and is
found give the same answer to within a  systematic error
In the signal region of  MeV around the 
 
mass of  MeV
we 	nd    signal events above a background of  events In our
previous publication  the signal region was taken as   MeV in contrast
to the present analysis The signal region has been optimized to give a good
signal to background ratio as well as a high eciency Almost   of the
signal in Monte Carlo events fall within the signal region while the rest are
spread out in long non
Gaussian tails The mass resolution is about  MeV
and is consistent for the data samples from dierent years
Approximately equal numbers of baryons and anti
baryons    
and    respectively are found An excess in the number of baryons
relative to anti
baryons as reported by other experiments at lower energies
is not con	rmed 
The eciency from Monte Carlo must be corrected for both the 
corrections and the z
chamber matching eciency An overall factor of
        is assigned for the  and Monte Carlo mass resolution
corrections The systematic uncertainties many of which are common to
both the  and 
 
analyses are summarized in table  The eciency as







decays predominantly into K
 
with  branching ratio Since
this decay is geometrically equivalent to that of 
 
decay the cuts are very




is low and the backgrounds
are large relative to the signal Consequently the cuts have been changed to
identify the small number of K
 
in the presence of a large 
 
background
The kaon track must have a p
t
greater than    MeV whereas the cut for
the 
 
search is only    MeV This helps eliminate some of the low energy
pion background In addition the dEdx cuts are completely dierent Since
the number of kaon tracks is a small proportion of the total number of
tracks positive particle identi	cation rather than background rejection is
necessary If the kaon track has fewer than   dEdx hits it is rejected
If the momentum is in the dEdx cross
over region of the kaon band and
the pion band see 	gure  between    MeV and  GeV the track is
rejected For kaons with a momentum below    MeV the kaon weight must
be greater than  and the dEdx greater than  keVcm For kaons with
a momentum greater than  GeV the kaon weight must be greater than










 must be greater than 
and smaller than  Here c is the decay length of the 
 
 which is taken
to be  cm 
With these cuts an 
 
signal is observed in the K
 
mass spectrum see
	gure  As in the case of the 
 
 the background is determined from the

Figure  Invariant mass K
 
 The background is the excess in the

 
mass region of the 
 
mass spectrum shaded and the wrong charge
combination added to it histogram

wrong charge combination K

 In addition we must take into account the
re!ection of the 
 
signal in the K
 
mass spectrum The K
 
mass of the
small excess in the 
 
signal region is added to the wrong charge combination
background The resulting total background is plotted in 	gure  A total
of     signal events are found above a background of  events in the
four  MeV bins around the 
 
mass of  MeV
The mass resolution for the 
 
in the latest re
processed data sample is a
factor of two worse than in the data samples from the publication Although
the same data is used for   and  the re
processing with a later
version of ROPE appears to have degraded the resolution of 
 
 while leaving
the resolution of 
 
unchanged This motivated the use of a larger signal
region compared with our previously published studies but no reasonable
explanation for the dierence was found Studies of the mass resolution in 
the dEdx resolution for charged kaons the z
chamber eciency and other
searches for a cause of this dierence produced no explanation One can
also see that in 	gure  the agreement between the two dierent charge
combinations is quite bad but only near the 
 
signal region For the mass
region m
K
   MeV the agreement is quite good This leads us to believe
that events which are true 
 
s are being reconstructed with masses in a long
non
Gaussian tail although the reason for such a problem is unknown We
will assume that we are losing an extra   of the events in the tails for
some unknown reason and factor in a correction of  in the cross section
calculation A    systematic error is assigned to this correction which
gives a  component to the systematic error for the mass resolution This

is the largest component of the total systematic error see table 
To calculate the 
 
eciency a special sample of     JETSET events
with an 
 
at the tree level was generated with the full detector simulation
The mass resolution of the 
 
is about   MeV in the Monte Carlo see
	gure  which is consistent with the resolution in the earlier data sample
from   and  used in the publication  The eciency integrated





    p
 
 Included is a correction factor of         as
in the case of the 
 








Signal Events    
Background Events     
Stat Error   
Total Syst Error    
Background Syst      
Cut Simulation      
Mass Resolution    
Monte Carlo Extrapolation     
Monte Carlo Statistical   
Table  Errors in the measurements of the decuplet baryon multiplicities
Both the statistical errors and the various contributions to the systematic
errors are given
The small number of events does not allow a more detailed study of the
systematics although small variations in the dEdx and other cuts resulted in
no signi	cant change in the 
 
signal The systematic errors are summarized

Figure  Invariant mass K
 











baryons can be identi	ed by their prompt decays into 

 Since
this resonance decays at the event vertex the additional pion track is required
to have a small impact parameter with the event vertex jd
 
j   mm The
dEdx cuts used here are the same as for the charged pion in the 
 
search
With these two cuts broad 

signals are seen in the 

mass spectra
see 	gures   and  In 	gure  one can also see the residual 
 
peak while no such mass peak is observed in the other charge combination
The backgrounds have been determined by a 	t to the background shape







Wigner resonance for the 

signal and a Gaussian for the

 
 The upper range of the 	t is set to an invariant mass of  GeV The
centroids and widths of the peaks are free parameters in the 	t as well as the
three parameters of the background function This method gives the correct
number of signal events to within  in Monte Carlo studies
The result from the 	t gives the number of 

signal events as
   over a background of   in the signal region of   MeV
around the 

mass Fitting over dierent intervals and with dierent
background functions also yields answers to within  of the mean value
Another method in which one determines the background shape by using
p
 
combinations found outside the  signal region assumed to have the









 mass combined with additional tracks assumed to be pions results in a
systematically high background and underestimates the signal by about  
The 	t of background shape is particularly bad in this case




have been calculated separately
where we 	nd    

and    
 
 over





is      stat which is consistent with zero




    p
 
 has
been calculated and is shown in 	gure  Included is a correction for the
tails of the Breit
Wigner mass distribution which lie outside the signal region
of   MeV It is estimated that   of the signal is found outside of the
signal region in the tails of the Breit
Wigner distribution This correction
can not be calculated directly from Monte Carlo because JETSET has a
cuto at  MeV in the Breit
Wigner which describes the 

 A
systematic error of  is assigned to this correction Furthermore there is a













candidates found in the 
 
signal region as de	ned above are combined with
all other oppositely charged tracks assumed to be pions The cuts on the




















The background is determined by a 	t in a similar way as the 

background The background function chosen was  e
 ax 	
	bx"c
with a Gaussian for the  
 
peak The 	t interval was varied and the
resulting background level was stable to within  see 	gure  This
determination of the background gives the correct answer for the number of
Monte Carlo signal events to within a  systematic error
We 	nd    
 
signal events above a background of   in a
signal region from   to   MeV The background and acceptance are
higher than in our previous publication because of the 
 
signal region has
been increased The systematic errors are summarized in table 
The integrated eciency was calculated to be       from a
sample of Monte Carlo events with full detector simulation which contained
   
 
at the generator level The mass resolution in the data
%        MeV was found to be consistent with the world average
%        MeV  and is also well described by the JETSET Monte
Carlo with full detector simulation The usual correction for the  mass
resolution corrections has also been applied to calculate the eciency
 Cross Sections
The dierential cross sections N
events
dndx have been calculated as a













for the 	ve baryon types The  cross sections have been







calculated separately using all track combinations and just those with four
or more z
chamber hits As can be seen from tables  and  the cross
sections agree well over the entire momentum range
The dierential cross sections are plotted in 	gures  and  along
with the cross sections from JETSET normalized to the total rate found in
the data Similar and slightly harder fragmentation functions are predicted
by the HERWIG Monte Carlo Above x
E
  the cross sections are up
to a factor of two higher in the JETSET Monte Carlo than in the data



















are harder than predicted by the Monte Carlos has also been observed
although the results are preliminary  





by summing over the observed energy ranges and extrapolating to the
unobserved energy ranges using the Monte Carlo The fraction of baryons
found in the unobserved momentum ranges in JETSET is       for
the       for the 
 
 and       for the 

 where the
errors are the systematic uncertainties from the shapes of the dierential
cross sections which we believe are too hard in JETSET The following total
yields per hadronic Z
 
decay are obtained





event              stat      syst








for  and 
 
 The curves are
the cross sections from JETSET normalized to the observed yield




















event            stat      syst
These values can be compared with rates from the OPAL publication
based on only the   and  data










event             stat      syst
The total  and 

rates are within one standard deviation of the
previously published rates in  and the 
 
rate is about one and a half
standard deviations higher A detailed comparison of the dierential cross
sections for the  from  and the present work found excellent agreement
over the entire momentum range
For the other decuplet baryons due to lower statistics and larger
systematic errors on the dierential cross sections the total eciency
integrated over all momentum bins is used to determine the total rate per
hadronic event The systematic error for this method is assigned to be 
since one must assume that the shape of the dierential cross section is well
described by the Monte Carlo while we know that for the other strange
baryons there is some disagreement











event              stat       syst










event              stat       syst
Both values obtained with the inclusion of the  data sample are within
one standard deviation of the previously published values The results of all
of the measured inclusive strange baryon rates are summarized in table 
Some correlated systematic errors such as the  mass resolution
corrections cancel in ratios of inclusive cross sections Several ratios given
below are useful in comparing the data with various Monte Carlo models
 
 










       
The errors are combinations of both the statistical and systematic errors
correlated errors having been neglected
	 Other Strange Baryon Searches















from strange baryon decays however have energies that are on the order
of a few GeV An attempt has been made to reconstruct these decays using
isolated clusters in the barrel region of the electromagnetic calorimeter
To reconstruct 
 
s all pairs of electromagnetic clusters with no
associated charged track in the central detector are combined The following
cuts are made on the clusters
 The raw energy of the cluster must be at least    MeV
 The cluster must be in the barrel where the energy resolution is best
with j cos j    
 The cluster must be isolated from all charged tracks by at least 


 The angle 

between the photon direction in the 
 
rest frame and the

 
!ight direction must satisfy j cos 

j    




area around the electromagnetic
cluster must be less than   This requirement that the photon not
shower signi	cantly before reaching the calorimeter means that the raw
calorimeter energy will be a good measurement of the photon energy
With these cuts a narrow 
 
peak is seen in the  mass spectrum as shown in
	gure  The background was 	tted to a second order polynomial over the
mass interval  
   MeV and the peak was 	tted to a Gaussian where the
signal region was taken to be   MeV around the 
 
mass of  MeV 
The estimated systematic error in the background determination is  

There are    
 
s in the signal region above a background of about
     The eciency for reconstructing 
 
   has been studied in the
Monte Carlo and was found to be         We 	nd the following 
 





event       stat   syst
The systematic error is made up of   from the background determination
and   from the Monte Carlo determination of the eciency where we
have extrapolated into the unobserved momentum regions The range of
sensitivity of reconstructing 
 
s is  GeV  E


  GeV Above  GeV the
angular separation of the two photons is too small for the electromagnetic
calorimeter to resolve Included in this rate are 
 
of all energies and

 
from secondary decays of heavier states This result agrees with the
multiplicity in JETSET of  
 
per event and the value determined by









using the reconstructed 
 
s has
turned up no positive signals see 	gure  which is consistent with the
very low 
 
eciency Searches for the 
 
   have also given a null result
because of low eciency and poor photon energy resolution at low energies





suer from the same problem of very low eciency due to the low probability
of photons to convert in the OPAL beam pipe
A search for additional  resonances and the 
 
C
was also carried out
Since the number of known  resonances is relatively small compared with

Figure  Invariant mass of 





 where the 
 
has been




Figure  Invariant mass of  where the  is measured as a neutral
cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter









the number of resonances found in the N and  systems it is important to
try to search for states heavier than the  
 
 We have made a search




decay channel The invariant




combinations is shown in 	gure  A small two and
a half standard deviation peak is seen near   MeV This enhancement
which could possibly be the  
 
 was also seen in our published paper
based on the   and  data only  Its signi	cance is however still





has a mass of     MeV  and has only been observed
in a few events at ARGUS and CLEO  The mean lifetime is known only











with a branching ratio of less than   The present




although there does appear to be a small enhancement in the appropriate
mass region for events in which a cut is made on the minimum energy of
E

  GeV A similar search in a sample of events which have a high
p
t
    MeV lepton with respect to a jet which in Monte Carlo studies has




 Comparison with Monte Carlo Models
In this section the results of our measurements on inclusive strange baryon
production are compared with several Monte Carlo models JETSET 
HERWIG  and the UCLA Monte Carlo In addition to the strange














 which were recently published by OPAL to further test the models
The JETSET Monte Carlo has the largest number of free parameters
of the three models considered The version of JETSET used by OPAL has
been tuned to describe the global event shapes  The eects of this tuning
on meson and baryon production rates is negligible In table   are listed
some of the parameters relevant to the fragmentation of mesons and baryons
We have tuned these parameters to describe our inclusive particle yields see
table  A summary of the changes in the parameters is presented below
 The proton rate is too high in JETSET Since this rate is the dominant
component of the total baryon rate the diquark production probability
PARJ must be lowered slightly to            from its default
value of   
 The strange diquark suppression parameter PARJ determines the

 
 ratio to a large extent Since this ratio is too high in the Monte
Carlo this parameter must be lowered to         from its default
value of   

 Since the observed production of 

is a factor of two lower in
the data than in the Monte Carlo one must suppress its production too
The rate of 

is sensitive to the popcorn probability Since a
diquark which undergoes popcorn splitting loses all information about
its spin the production of spin  baryons is enhanced Therefore
the spin  to spin   diquark probability PARJ must be lowered by
     depending on the popcorn probability
 Small changes in the meson spin parameters are necessary to get
agreement with the observed production rates of the strange mesons
Notable successes of this model are that it describes well the octet
baryons and the lightest strange mesons However no tuning could get
further agreement with the measured    rate or with more than one
of the decuplet baryon rates For the decuplet baryons this phenomenon is
illustrated in 	gure   For large variations in all of the diquark parameters
including the popcorn parameter JETSET stayed within the dark bands in
the 	gure far away from the observed ratios of decuplet baryons It seems
that JETSET has a general problem describing the rates of the heavier spin
 baryons and vector mesons
The 

per degree of freedom for each of the tunings for various popcorn
parameters are about the same It is impossible to constrain the popcorn
probability by inclusive measurements alone Since the popcorn parameter
aects the rates of baryon pairs we leave it to the next chapter to discuss
the tuning of the popcorn parameter






ratio of the octet baryons 
 
 for data and for JETSET The one and two
sigma error ellipses are also shown The shaded areas give the ratios obtained
even with large variations in all of the diquark parameters in JETSET
 
Although the inclusive rates of many baryons are well described by
the tuned version of JETSET the dierential cross sections predicted by
JETSET and also HERWIG are too hard in the models A possible
explanation of this is that more baryons are produced in gluon jets than
in quark jets and that this is not well modelled in the Monte Carlos
The only parameters in the HERWIG Monte Carlo which aect baryon
production rates are the maximum cluster mass parameter CLMAX and
CLPOW For version  the CLMAX parameter was set to a value of   to
provide better agreement with the published OPAL  rate Agreement with
the meson and proton rates are also good However most of the other strange
baryons rates dier by large factors see table 
Baryon production rates were also obtained from the authors of the UCLA
Monte Carlo see table   In general the agreement with the data
is very good The 

rate suers from the problem of being about
a factor of two too large as in the other Monte Carlos we have studied
However the rates of all of the other strange baryons are in reasonable
agreement
 Observed Regularities in Inclusive
Particle Production Rates




collisions follow a roughly exponential distribution dndm  a  expm
where n is the rate of particle production and m is the hadron mass  This

relationship is only approximate' however it is based on the total inclusive
production of hadrons including hadrons produced from secondary decays If
we wish to study baryon production it is better to subtract the components
of the rates which are due to decays of heavier states 







be primary hadrons the lighter states such as the proton  and 
 
will
often be produced in secondary decays OPAL has measured the production
rates of at least one baryon from almost all of the isospin multiplets with the
exception of the $ and  although these measurements are being carried
out We will assume that the primary production of the unmeasured charge
states is the same as the measured states and calculate the primary fractions






















         
For the production rates of baryons for which we have no measurements in
any charge state we will make assumptions about their production rates and
include correspondingly large errors
In summary the primary baryon rates can be determined as follows







baryons and heavier strange baryon resonances Since the production
of such states is rare we will assume that these states are     
primary

 The main source of secondary 
 
are the decays      Given




has been measured to be    we can
assume that      of 
 
are primary
 The main sources of secondary  are decays of all of the heavier strange




 both of which decay
to N This is fortunate since we have not measured the  rates
Assuming that the 
 
   rate is          the error here is
the magnitude of the disagreement with JETSET the percentage of
 which are primary is  
 The largest contributors of secondary protons are  

 and $ decays
to p Since the $ rates and 

rate are unknown this gives us a
large systematic uncertainty in the primary proton rate From the 
rate alone we know that at least  of the protons are secondary
Assuming        for the 

rate and        for the $ rates
the fraction of primary protons is   
The rates of primary baryons are summarized in table  and are plotted
in 	gure  One notices the roughly exponential drop in the rates as a
function of the baryon mass
We now make a further assumption instead of considering each individual
charge state or isospin I

state of a baryon as a separate hadron we
can treat them as the same state This is in eect assuming that there
is no dierence between an up quark and a down quark except for their
electric charge For example we will consider proton and neutron production

Figure  Rates of primary baryons only one charge type considered
The straight line is a 	t to the form dndm  a  exp	m where
	     MeV





production etc If one multiplies the rates
of primary baryons by the number of available isospin or charge states











A clearly exponential drop is now seen in the production rates as a






















The slope of the two curves is the same within the 	t uncertainty The
decuplet baryons lie on a higher trajectory than the octet baryons with the
	t parameters













The ratio of the rates of two hypothetical octet and decuplet baryons which















       
where the error is the error from the 	t
We can account for the dierence between the rates of spin  and
spin  baryons by noting that there are more available spin states for the

Figure  Rates of primary baryons in each isospin multiplet

decuplet baryons Simple spin counting would give us a factor two since the










  However the imposition of baryon number conservation
imposes restrictions on the number of available states  If we make
the assumption that the objects which produce baryons are spin  objects
diquarks gluons  and then calculate how many ways we can express a
ji state as the sum of a baryon








that the ratio of spin  to spin  baryons is  If the diquarks or
gluons are also allowed to be in a J
z
   state then the ratio is 
Both assumptions are in good agreement with the observed ratio of   
in the data
 Comparison with Results at Lower Energies
Taking the data on strange baryon production from PEP and PETRA at
p
s     GeV and from CLEO and ARGUS at   GeV continuum
and performing the same sort of analysis one 	nds the results in 	gure 
The decuplet baryons have been scaled down by a factor of  for spin
counting in this 	gure The results are rather encouraging in that the slopes
are consistent over a wide range of center
of
mass energies see table 
The total baryon production rate scales with the center
of
mass energy
Examining the proton and  rates at dierent center
of
mass energies see
	gure  for example the baryon production rates are found to scale over
the range of center
of








       GeV

Figure  Rates of primary baryons multiplied by the number of available
isospin states at dierent center
of
mass energies The decuplet baryons
have been scaled down by a spin factor of 

Figure  The number of  produced per multihadronic event as
a function of the center
of




 for energies above   GeV

Baryon production rates at a particular center
of
mass energy can be
described by the following formula which depends only of the mass and spin
of the baryon and the number of charge or isospin states












The parameters have been determined from a global 	t to the baryon
production rates from ARGUS and CLEO at
p
s    GeV PEP and
PETRA at    GeV and OPAL at  GeV
 g
s














 I "  is the isospin multiplicity
 
        GeV
 	      MeV
 A     is an overall normalization
The overall 

per degree of freedom of the 	t is approximately one The
value of the factor A the overall normalization is strongly correlated to
the value of 




 this formula would need further corrections since the phase space
for baryon production is much smaller The other two 	t parameters are
energy scales one of which determines the scaling to dierent center
of

mass energies and one of which is the temperature which describes the
Boltzmann distribution of baryon production Several statistical models of
  




annihilation and in hadron collisions  have
been proposed in the past





  GeV continuum to be              per event  which disagrees
by about two and a half standard deviations with the prediction of of   




is very dicult to measure
because the phase space of p

pairs has its maximum under the signal
making an estimate of the background dicult In better agreement is the

 
rate from ARGUS which is       only one and a half standard
deviations from the prediction of      from the above formula 










be a good test of the formula presented here The predicted rates for the














These rates are for baryons produced from the fragmentation not from
secondary decays of heavier states Both of these rates are below the
predicted JETSET rates of    primary 
 






A similar analysis can be performed on the inclusive meson rates from LEP
experiments For the measured rates see table  we have results on







and     and for K
 
S
 Also available are the measurements of
the 
 
from L  the  and 

from ALEPH   and the   from
DELPHI  A preliminary measurement of the  has also been carried
out at OPAL 
The rates of primary mesons are more dicult to calculate due to the
large number of states which decay into light mesons Therefore we have
used the primary fractions of mesons which are produced in JETSET since
with the exception of the    JETSET can be tuned to agree with the
measured inclusive meson rates
The results are shown in 	gure  for the rates of primary mesons in
each isospin multiplet along with the primary baryon rates for comparison







 From the 	t we 	nd
that for vector mesons 	      MeV and for pseudoscalar mesons
	        MeV
The production of mesons appears to be qualitatively dierent from that
of baryons However some regularities are evident The rates of primary 
and   are about the same as are the rates of primary K and K


Comparing the rates of the other vector and pseudoscalar mesons shows
disagreement but in the quark model the  and 

are mixtures of dierent
 
Figure  Rates of primary baryons and mesons in each isospin multiplet
 
!avors as are the  and the    Therefore the interpretation of
the production rates in terms of a simple relation is dicult If one takes the
average slope of the two meson curves the result is not so dierent from the
baryon case
The eect of strangeness suppression seems to be the same in both
the pseudoscalar and vector mesons since the ratios of primary K and
K

  are both about   This is consistent with a simple mass
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Table  Dierential cross section for 

 where the 	rst error in the
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Table  Dierential cross section for  
 
 where the 	rst error for the
cross section is statistical and the second is the systematic error from Monte
Carlo statistics




















event           stat       syst
Table  Total inclusive rates for strange baryons
 
Parameter Function Default Tuned Tuned Tuned
Value      
PARJ qqq             
PARJ su            





              
PARJ popcorn             
PARJ Mud

            
PARJ Mus

            


DOF    
Table   JETSET default parameters and tuned sets of parameters for
dierent values of the popcorn probability
 
Particle OPAL JETSET JETSET
multiplicity default tuned
all charged         


         
K
 
        
K

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p           
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 
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               
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                    
Table  A comparison with JETSET of results on inclusive particle
production using OPAL data The JETSET Monte Carlo default third
column has been tuned to 	t overall OPAL event shapes and describes well
the rates of the spin  mesons but overestimates most of the baryon and
vector meson production rates Better agreement is obtained with tuned
fragmentation parameters fourth column The popcorn probability was
left at its default value of  
 
Particle OPAL HERWIG UCLA
multiplicity default 
all charged          


        
K
 
         
K

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Table  A comparison of results on inclusive particle production using
OPAL data with Monte Carlos The HERWIG Monte Carlo default third
column has been tuned to agree with the published  multiplicity from
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A general assumption of jet hadronization is that particles are produced in a
chain
like way with local conservation of quantum numbers A consequence
of such an assumption is a small rapidity

dierence between neighboring
particles in the chain
Dierent chains have been implemented in Monte Carlo models
Modi	cations of the chain in which a baryon and antibaryon are produced
consecutively such as in HERWIG to one in which other chains such
as baron
meson
antibaryon are possible such as in JETSET change the
strength of the rapidity correlations
At PEP and PETRA energies 
p
s    GeV it was shown that baryon
number is dominantly conserved within the same hemisphere  However
at LEP energies one can investigate rapidity correlations with large statistics
 







 where E is the
energy and p
k
is the momentum in the direction of the thrust axis

In a recent publication  OPAL presented results on baryon correlations
in jets based on the   and  data samples We measured production








between pairs of  Results were compared to three Monte Carlo models of
baryon production JETSET HERWIG and the UCLA Monte Carlos An
indication of a long
range correlation between high momentum s and s
in opposite hemispheres was observed but not conclusively proved From
model expectations if high momentum baryons in opposite hemispheres
contain the primary quarks of the Z
 
decays or are decay daughters of such
particles there should be observed a long
range compensation of strangeness
in opposite baryon number pairs
Now with higher statistics available from the inclusion of the  data







production rates with better accuracy and to improve the
measurements of correlations between  pairs
 Selection of Strange Baryon Pairs
For this search we consider only multihadronic events whose thrust axis lies
well inside the detector acceptance by making a cut of j cos 
thrust
j    
The thrust axis is a property of the event as a whole and is de	ned as the
















where i is summed over all charged tracks and neutral electromagnetic
clusters This cut on the thrust axis minimizes systematic eects which
arise when the baryon pair is produced near the edge of the acceptance
We search for events with two or more  candidates Tagging on one
member of the pair the baryon if the two have opposite baryon number
and requiring that its mass fall in the  mass range    MeV around the
 mass of  MeV for x
p
    and  MeV for higher momentum
s we obtain the mass distribution of all other candidates of opposite and
same baryon number pairs as plotted in 	gure 
As can be clearly seen in the 	gure the combinatoric background outside
the signal region is the same in both cases Under the assumption that
the production of same baryon number pairs is uncorrelated the mass
distribution for like pairs can be used to estimate the background due to both
the combinatorial background and uncorrelated production in the opposite
baryon number case Aslo in 	gure  the dierence of the two distributions
is plotted A total of     pairs are found in the  signal region
de	ned above and a total of    same baryon number pairs After
background subtraction we 	nd a total of     correlated  pairs
The eciency for 	nding  pairs has been studied and no signi	cant
in!uence on the eciency of 	nding the second  due to the tagging of the
	rst has been found The eciency has been calculated with the same method
as in the previous chapter but using Monte Carlo events which have their
reconstructed thrust axes within the acceptance of j cos 
thrust
j     A plot

Figure  The invariant mass distribution p
 
for in events which have a
tagged  The cases for opposite sign baryon number pairs in which the
baryon is the tag and like sign baryon number pairs in which the tag is
random are plotted Plotted below is the dierence of the two distributions
above

of the eciency for reconstructing   p
 
in events which pass the thrust
cut is shown in 	gure  This eciency has the same general shape as the
 	nding eciency in all multihadron events rising sharply from zero to a
maximum of  at x
p
     and then falling slowly as the momentum
increases to  at x
p
    and to  at x
p
    This eciency is
numerically higher than the eciency from the total event sample because
we base it on the sample of events which already pass the thrust cut
Using the single  eciency one 	nds the overall rate of correlated 





event            stat      syst
The systematic error for the single  measurement is taken to be the same
as in the inclusive  case  The only dierence is that in the calculation
of the pair rate the systematic errors from the eciency calculation enter
only once Therefore the total systematic error for the pair rate calculation
is   The correlated pair rate can be compared to the OPAL published
value of           stat      syst 
The rate for same baryon number pair production can likewise be
calculated To subtract the background in the tagging sample we assume
that no correlated same baryon number pair production takes place
Therefore the fraction of real s in the tagged sample which have a
background  as a tag depends on the signal to background ratio in the
tagging sample With this method one can count the number of same baryon
number pairs per hadronic event to be

Figure  The eciency for reconstructing    p
 
in an event with at
least one other  candidate in events which satisfy j cos 
thrust
j     Shown
are the eciencies with no requirement on the number of z
chamber hits on
the tracks closed points and with a requirement that there be  or more
z






event             stat      syst
This can be compared with the previously published rate of           
stat      syst The improvement in the statistical error is partly
due to a change in the background determination A 	t which had a large
statistical uncertainty was used in the publication
One can also de	ne the probability for a correlated  to follow a tagging








is the eciency corrected number of pairs and N
	
is the number
of single tagging  The factor of two arises to take care of double counting
in the tagging sample The probabilities are found to be
 P

        
 P
 	
         
where the errors are a combination of the statistical and systematic errors
The systematic errors from the  measurement enter the equation only once
so that the total systematic error on the probability is  One can compare
this with the values of         and         from the OPAL
publication  This probability measures how often baryon number and
strangeness are compensated together
In events with at least one reconstructed 
 
 one can perform a similar
analysis Tagging on a 
 
 such that the 
 
reconstructed mass is within
 
 MeV of the nominal 
 
mass we search for additional p
 
combinations
see 	gure  In all we 	nd     
 
 pairs and    
 
 pairs
The uncorrelated background is again determined from the same baryon
number pairs The overall excess of correlated 
 
 pairs is    which





event             stat      syst
As in the case of the  pairs we take the systematic errors from the inclusive
 and 
 
rate determinations as the systematic errors The rate can be
compared with the value from the OPAL publication  of           
stat      syst per event The present value is about  standard
deviations higher than the published value based on only the   and 
data samples One can note that the inclusive single 
 
rate is similarly
higher than the previously published value
Also in 	gure  the invariant mass spectrum for additional 
 
combinations in events with one identi	ed 
 
is shown In this case we
	nd  opposite baryon number pairs and  same baryon number pairs for











event              stat       syst
The previously published value from OPAL was              stat
       syst which was consistent with zero  The present result
is about  standard deviations higher than the old rate and also shows





compensation In addition no resonances were
found in either the  or the  mass spectrum see 	gure 




in the chain can be calculated











        
These values are consistent with the previously published probabilities of
       and         respectively  and agree to within  and
 standard deviations of the published values respectively The errors are
combinations of the statistical and systematic errors where the systematic
errors have been taken from the inclusive  and 
 
rate calculations Again
these probabilities have the advantage over pair rates that the systematic
error of the tagging sample does not enter into the calculation
 Rapidity Correlations
The identi	ed baryon pairs are used to measure the strength of rapidity
correlations In order to facilitate comparisons with Monte Carlo the
rapidity distributions are corrected for eciency and are same baryon number
pair background subtracted
To measure rapidity correlations in opposite baryon number pairs the
 is taken as the tagging particle and its rapidity de	ned such that it is
positive In the case of same baryon number pairs the tagging particle is






have a tagged 

 The cases for opposite baryon number pairs and same
baryon number pairs are plotted

Figure  The invariant mass of  pairs and the invariant mass of 
and  pairs

chosen randomly The tagging sample is divided into 	ve subsamples with
dierent rapidity tagging intervals over a range of      y

   The
rapidities of the two baryons in the pair are then shifted such that the rapidity
of the tagging particle is centered in the appropriate tagging interval while
the rapidity dierence remains unchanged For the case of opposite baryon
number pairs the same baryon number pair distributions are subtracted
The eciency correction is based on the eciency plot in 	gure 
Each  candidate is weighted according to the eciency as a function of
momentum The momentum dependent eciency can be used to correct
the rapidity distributions of s as is shown in 	gure  Good agreement
is found between the eciency corrected distributions of the rapidity of all
 and the rapidity of  in opposite baryon number pairs at the detector
level in the Monte Carlo and the same distributions at the generator level
The results are plotted in 	gure  for the data before correcting for
the eciency and in 	gure  after the eciency weighting has been done
The distribution for same baryon number pairs including background are
shown in 	gure  showing the essentially !at distribution expected from
uncorrelated production
An indication of long
range strangeness compensation is seen in the
highest rapidity ranges in 	gure  Such compensation is expected if the 
and  contain or are the daughters of particles which contained the primary




Figure  a Rapidity distribution of single  for eciency weighted
Monte Carlo reconstructed events compared to the rapidity distribution at
the generator level b Same distribution as above but for s in events
which contain a tagging 

Figure  Rapidity of  for various tagging intervals of the  rapidity
shown as solid boxes before weighting the data according to the eciency

Figure  Rapidity of  for various tagging intervals of the  rapidity
shown as solid boxes where the data have been weighted according to the
eciency

Figure  Rapidity of second  from same baryon number pairs for various
rapidity tagging intervals of the 	rst  shown as solid boxes where the data
have been weighted according to the eciency

 Comparison with Monte Carlo Models
Rapidity correlations in baryon pairs can be compared with Monte Carlo
models which implement dierent chains in the production process In
	gure  the rapidity dierence of  pairs in the data is compared with
three dierent Monte Carlo models The highest curve is the prediction from
HERWIG in which baryon
antibaryon pairs are produced from the decay of
a cluster This Monte Carlo has too strong rapidity correlations between the
 and the  The JETSET Monte Carlo with a production chain of baryon

antibaryon the popcorn probability was set to zero also shows rapidity
correlations which are too strong Also shown is the UCLA Monte Carlo in
which there are an average of  popcorn mesons in the chain
With JETSET we have the possibility to change the popcorn probability
The shape of the rapidity dierence distribution is sensitive only to changes
in this parameter As can be seen in 	gure   the best agreement with the
data is found for popcorn probabilities greater than  
On the other hand the pair production rates are best described by low
values of the popcorn probability see table  We have tuned JETSET
to the single baryon and meson rates listed in the table for dierent values
of the popcorn probability The best overall agreement is found for the
UCLA Monte Carlo if the disagreement with the strength of the rapidity
correlations is ignored The pair rates and the strength of the rapidity
correlations cannot be simultaneously described by any of the models
 
Figure  The rapidity dierence of  pairs background subtracted in
the data points compared to several Monte Carlo Models

Figure   The rapidity dierence of  pairs background subtracted in









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Measurement of the   
ForwardBackward Asymmetry
Since the Standard Model  has both vector and axial vector electroweak
couplings there is an interference which produces an asymmetry in the























where  is the angle between the incoming electron and the outgoing
fermion 
The forward
backward asymmetry of the primary quarks in Z
 
decays is
a function of the !avor of the quark according to the Standard Model For
charge 





and for charge " quarks the asymmetry is predicted to be about 
As can be seen in 	gure  the number of  which contain the primary

quarks or are decay products of hadrons which contained the primary quarks
increases with rapidity or alternatively the momentum The number of
primary strange quarks is the largest share although signi	cant heavy !avor
contributions are present One can try to see whether the assumption that
the  will have the asymmetry of the primary quarks holds up in the
data
The asymmetry is measured by 	tting the distribution of  candidates








and the random combinatorial background both of which
have been found in the Monte Carlo to be symmetric to within the Monte
Carlo statistical error We must therefore correct the asymmetry measured







We must also take into account any acceptance eects which bias the
asymmetry measurement The largest of these eects are
 loss of eciency at the edge of the acceptance in cos  and
 the dependence of the maximum decay length on cos 
The 	rst eect is important at all momentum ranges and the second eect
becomes important even at relatively low momentum x
p
    Since the
maximum allowed radius for  decays is R
max
   cm the maximum












Figure  The number of Monte Carlo  which contain the primary
quarks as a function of the rapidity from a sample of      JETSET
events

This  dependence will introduce a detector bias when the decay lengths are
typically long in other words when c is on the order of R
max
 Both of
these eects were studied with full detector simulation JETSET events
The 	ts to the cos  distributions of  are shown in 	gure  Reliable
	ts can be made up to x
p
    As can be seen in 	gure  the asymmetry
for low momentum  is consistent with zero since these mostly originate
in the fragmentation For higher momentum  however the asymmetry
is large and approaches the value one expects from the Standard Model
about  for  which come mostly from strange quark events These
results are summarized in table  and 	gure  The dashed curve in
the plot is the prediction from JETSET A similar study in OPAL using a
dierent method gets results which are consistent with these results 

Figure  The distributions for cos 

for various ranges of x
p
 corrected for
detector eects and eciency

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Table  The measured forward
backward asymmetry A
FB





In the beginning of this thesis several questions were posed about the
nature of baryon production and hadron production in general Strong
rapidity correlations have been found between baryon
antibaryon pairs one
of the consequences of chain
like particle creation with local conservation
of quantum numbers Simultaneous baryon number and strangeness







An indication of long
range rapidity correlations was found which is a
consequence of the assumption that high momentum particles contain or are
the daughters of particles which contained the primary quarks of a jet Using
the measurement of the forward backward asymmetry of  baryons it
may be possible in the future to determine the forward
backward asymmetry
of the decay of the Z
 
  ss
As for the determination of baryon !avor content and spin comparisons
with cluster fragmentation and diquark models show that there are still many

inconsistencies with the measured strange baryon rates especially in the
baryon decuplet Although JETSET is good at describing the inclusive octet
baryon rates only one of the decuplet rates could be described by a suitable
tuning of the parameters The measured cross sections for  and 
 
are found
to be too hard in JETSET A formula based on isospin invariance showed
good agreement with most of the observed inclusive baryon production rates
at
p
s    GeV    GeV and  GeV
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